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Occurrence .:=tnd Polarization of VLF Hiss
During Disturbances
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Abstract

The occurrence of VLF hiss is the greatest before the local magnetic midnight.
Diurnal variations of occurrence probabilities are remarkably similar in the receiving
frequencies of 5, 8, 12, 25 kHz.
And they seem to coincide well with the diurnal
pattern on the flux intensity of soft electrons (~I kev) precipitating over the station.
The maximum energy is receiv ed near 10 kHz.
There is a positive correlation between the occurrence of VLF hiss and K-index
in geomagnetically undisturbed period, but the occurrences decrease during geomagnetic disturbances. The dependence of flu x density on geomagnetic activity is also
similar to the occurrence of VLF hiss. These facts clearly suggest that VLF hiss is
generated in higher altitudes than the auroral ionosphere.
The polarization at 12 kHz is independent of geomagnetic activity and t he energy
of VLF h iss, and it is roughly constant during a discrete VLF event appearing in
geomagnetically undisturbed period. These results seem to suggest t ha t wave couplings
do not effectively occur in the lo we r ionosphere and the energy of VLF hiss is decided by the amount of precipitating soft electrons, and that VLF hiss propagates
downward in the field aligned duct to an upper region of the auroral ionosphere.
The distribution of (R / L) values observed is to be reasonably explained by the
simultaneous arrival of multiple waves which independently come down with not so
large angles of incidence roughly within the magnetic meridian plane.
So, it is concluded that auroral hiss can not propagate to lowe r latitudes in th e
earth-ionosphere wave guide because of re-penetration into the aurora l ionosphere
and the inclination of incident angle toward high er latitude, so that auroral hiss is
unique in the aurora l zone and it is essentially different from low latitude type VLF
hiss.
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1.

Introduction

Ellis (1959) first obse rved VLF hiss Camden ( -42° geomag. lat. ) in Australia and
he has found that the large magnetic storm is always accompanied with wide-band
VLF noise burst but the noise bursts which are usuall y in a na rrow band centered
a t around 5kHz do not relate to the magnetic activity. Dowden (1960, 1962) observed
VLF hiss events even at more than 200 kHz during strong geomagnetic disturbances
at Hoba rt in Tasmania . We have found a high correlation between the occurrence
of VLF hiss observed at Moshiri (34° geomag. la t. ) a nd the geomagnetic act iv ity
measured b y magnetic storm a nd the daily sum of K or K o indices, and that VLF
hiss which is usually in a narrow ba nd centered at 5 kHz generally occurs in the
last phase of the storm (I wai et a!. 1964, Tanaka & Kashiwagi 1968).
Martin et al. (1960) investiga ted VLF hiss observed at Byrd Station ( - 70.5°
gcomag . lat. ) a nd indicated a n association between VLF hiss a nd aurora. H elms &
Turtle (1964) investigated aurora, magnetic activity, VLF and ELF noise events observed at Byrd Sta tion and have found that the geophysical events can be divided into
the following two groups. One group is characterized by the impulsive events near
the magnetic m idnight a nd consists of auroral fla re-up, hiss burst and irregular type
micropulsation ( p ;) . The other g roup cha racterized by regular events near the m agn etic noon, consists of polar chorus and continuous type magnetic micropulsation (p el ·
Moreove r, they have found that when a n aurora flares up toward the zenith and
then sharply breaks up a round the zenith , the a urora is accompa nied with a sudden
hiss burst, p ; and a sh arp and la rge decrease of magnetic H-co mpone nt and an impulsive hiss burst occurs a lmost a t the sa me time a nd falls in short period before the
maximum auroral activity.
H anmg & Larsen (1965) obse rved VLF hiss at Tromso (67° geomag. lat.) and
have found tha t VLF hiss occurs near the m agnetic midnight and h as a close correlation to sma ll geomagnetic p e rturbations and a positi ve correlation to weak CNA
at 28 MHz but a nega ti ve correlation to the intense absorption. Morozumi (1965) and
Morozumi & H elliwell (1 966) d ivid ed the polar substorm at Byrd Station into three
phases tN-1 , N 2 a nd N -3 phases) and found that the N - 1 phase before the m agn etic
midnight is characterized by diffuse or arc aurora , steady hiss and CNA with a low
amplitude, the I\- 2 phase is to the a uroral break-up stage accompa nied with impulsive
VLF hiss, p ; and CNA with a high level, a nd the N - 3 phase is to th e post break-up
phase with VLF chorus ( I kHz) .
j orgensen (1968) has indicated that VLF hiss is often obse rved a t 500 kHz at
Byrd Station a nd the maximum e nergy of auroral hiss is received nea r 10 kHz at
Byrd Station a nd b y the satelli te OGO 2. Laas pere et a l. (1971 ) have found that
a urora l hiss is observed in t he frequency range of 20Hz 540kH z on OGO 6 and the
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region of maximum inte nsity of aurora l hiss coincides with the region of maximum
occurrence of 'burst-type' low c n<'rgy ( ~0.7 kcv ) electrons observed by H offman
(1971 ).
Ellis (1960) made directiona l an d spaced observations or VLF hiss evt:nts at 5
kHz wit h goniometer arrange ments in Australia and sho ws that most of VLF noise
bursts probably come from the sou th ern a urora l zone a nd so me bursts come from
virtual so urces of quite sm all areas on the earth surface . .Jorgensen (1966) summarized
VLF hiss observations from thirtee n stations in the both hemispheres and ind icated
a close association of VLF hiss in the a urora l zone to high latitude electron flux a nd
then sugges ted that VLF hiss was ordinarily ge nerated in the zone of a uroral particle
precipitation and VLF hiss generated at aurora l latitude, propagated to lower la titudes
in th e earth-ionosphere wave guide because the decrease of th e maximum spectral
density with d ecreasing lati tud e (~ 10 dB per 1000 km) fitted well with propagation
loss in the wave guide mode and no detailed correlation to magnetic act ivity was
found outside aurora l zone.
Harang & H auge (1965) st udied th e arriving direction of VLF hiss by alternately
switching the crossed loop antennas to the preamplifier and investigated the polarization by displaying the pattern on a cathode ray tube, near the northern auroral
zone. There was no diffe rence of outputs from both frames, and ordinary broad and
irregula r VLF bursts showed irregulat· oscillographic patte rns. So, it was suggested
that VLF emiss ions came from all directions in an observing poin t located wit hin a
source of bursts. In some few cases when a sudden, single and sharp burst appeared
the oscillographic pattern was diffe rent and it was almost circular a nd the sense of
rotation was always in the same direction. In this case, it is assumed that the emission came down ve rtically along the field line with circular polarization.
And it
was indicated that direction finding expe rim ents with a simple gon iometer arra ngement are not effective within a source area.
I wai & Tana ka (1968) studied the direction and polarization of VLF hiss observed
at Moshiri and found that the polarizat ions were usually linear and so in some cases
of high level emissions, direction findings with a goniome te r arrangement were effective and the directions were northward.
Simultaneous observations carried out at Byrd and Hallet stations which are 1100
km apart ,Helms & Turtle 1964) are thought to confirm in the sa me way as the
observa tions from three stations in Greenland (jorgensen 1966) that aurora l hiss is
rather a local phenomenon b ecause auroral hiss is seldom observed at two locations
a t the same time. Harang (1968) investiga ted in d etail VLF hisses observed at stations
close the northern aurora l zone and stations at lower latitudes a long N-S chain and
has found that a uroral hisses occur in the aurora l zone in the nighttime only and ha ve
a diffe rent character from lo w latitucle type VLF hisses occurring in the day time,
a nd auroral h isses attenuate too much to propagate to lo wer latitudes in the wave
guide mode. Vcrshinin (1970) observed VLF hiss at stations in Siberia and finds that
the changing of direction o f magnetic a ntenna orientation strongl y affects the level

of registered signal if the source is not just over the point of observation an d the
ouptut f rom the magnetic a nte nna o ri ented in geomagnetic N-S is the g reatest a nd
that at the appeara nce of isolated bursts of V LF hiss the signal level is independent
of the direction of t he anten na ax is only if the source of bursts is located over the
observation point.
Using th e data at Syowa Station, Tanaka et al. (1970) pointed out that the a urora l
hiss generated in the dark magnetosphere comes down with not so large an angle of
incidence and right-handed polarization roughly w ithin the magnetic meridian plane.
The relation of soft electron precipitation into the aurora l ionosphere to a uroral
hiss h as been pretty well studi ed (Gurnett 1966, Jorgensen 1968, Laaspere et at. 1971 ).
While, K -i ndex may be a good measure to know t he aurora l particle pre6pitation
into the ionosphere on a ground station, considering a close relation of K.- index to
a uroral precipitation events (Kuck 1970) .
On the other hand, there is a good correlation b etween CNA at 28 MHz and
auroral intensity in the zenith at Alta in Northern Norway and a time lag of usually
a few minutes between both events is reported (Holt & Omholt 1962) . A close correlation b etween sporadi c E and aurora l hiss in Greenland a nd a time lag of usually
about ten minutes of f 0 E , to th e peak tim e of VLF hiss are found (jorgensen 1964).
So, it is recognized that auroral break-up and impulsive VLF hiss which almost
simulta neously occur arc followed by large a nd sharp fluctuations of magnetic Hcomponent a nd CNA with a time lag.
The existence of the field aligned duct in which VLF hiss is trapped seems to
be confirmed by the facts of a strong association between VLF hiss and HF radar
echoes from F-region field aligned irregularities at Washington State University (Hower
& G luth 1965) and the detection of electron con centration fluctuations produced by
auro ra l particle precipitat ion at College, Alaska (Lund et al. 1967) a nd a large inte nsity
fluctuation of a VLF signal (NAA ) received on OGO 2 at auroral latitude (Heyborne
1966) .
It is sti ll a popula1· idea that VLF hiss is generated mainly in the auroral zon e
and the auroral hiss propagates to lo wer la ti tudes in the eart h-ionosphere wave guide
(jorgensen 1966). But this idea is doubtful because simulta neous observations in the
a uroral zone are remarkably difficult and there are many differences between auroral
hiss a nd lo w latitude type VLF hiss in occurrence time, duration, dependence on
geomagnetic activity, frequency spectrum and so on. While, within a source area o f
VLF hiss such as auro ra l zone, VLF signals are suggested to come from all directions
in the wave guide mode (Harang & Hauge 1965) . This suggestion also is to be examined b ecause the interpretation of observational results is not a lways reasonable.
The main purpose of t h is part is to solve the above-mentioned two questions
th rough statistica l investigations into VLF hiss records obse rved at Syowa Station in
1968 and calculat ions on the propaga tion conditions of V LF waves in the model
ionospheres.

Z.

Occurrence of VLF hiss

Fig. I sho ws the diurnal variations of occurrence probabilities norma lized by the
maximum occurrence number at 5 kHz. It is seen in the figure that each occurren ce
number is different but the diurnal variation is simila r at each frequency.
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Local time dependence of the relative occurrence
number ro the maximum occurrence number at
5 kHz.

The precipitation of auroral particles is shown in Fig. 2 where the triangle represents the precipitation of soft electrons (~ I kev) and the dot indicates the precipitation of harder electrons ( ::2:: 20 kev ). Fig. 3 gives the VLF signa ls ( 5.5~8 kHz)
observed by the Injun 3 satelli te. Fig. 4 shows the zone of maximum occurrence of
wide-ba nd hiss (4~9 kHz). It is found in these figures that the precipitation zone
of soft e lectron s coincides well with t he occurrence zones of VLF hisses observed by
the satellite and on the ground, except that no VLF hiss is observed on the ground
as the precipitating particles are few.
As the resu lt, it is supposed that VLF hiss is generated by soft electrons and that
VLF hiss can n ot propagate from the auroral zone to a distance in t he earth-ionoshere
wave guide.
It is seen in figures l and 2 that the occurrence numder has a good
correla tion to the number of particles precipitating over the observing station.
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Fig. 2.
An ideali?ed representarion of the two main zones of auroral particle
precipitarion in the northern hemi sphere, where the average inrensity of rhe
influx is indicated very approximatel y by t he densiry of symbols and the
coordinates are geomagnetic latitude and geomagnetic time. The discrete
event s and the associated splash type precipitation of softer elecnons (~ 1 kev)
are represented by the triangles and the diffuse events togeth er with th e
drizzle type of harder electrons (,.S20kev) precipitation a rc indicared by the
dots. A s imilar diagram with the two zones sh ifted poleward by about 5
would be appropriate to the southern hemisphere. (Hartz & Brice 1967)

Fig. 3.

MLT - INV scatter plot for all points 8 sees. apart with magnetic specu a l

density exceeding 3 X J0- 10 ga mma 2 Hz - 1 from 5.5 to 8.8 kHz.

Gurnett 1966 1
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Fig. 4.

The hatched area shows the approximate form and location of the

zone of maximum occurrence of wide- band hiss in Mayaud's magnetic
coordinate system.

The heavy lines indicate in the magneti c time t he

diurnal occurrence maximum s of hi ss at va rious station s at auroral
latitudes. (jorgensen 1966)
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Fig. 5 represents the frequenc y spectra of the flux d ensit y of the praks in thr
several events.
Fig. 6 g ives the occurrence proba bility of VLF events as a function of flux
d ensity at 5 frequenci es. It is seen in figures 5 and 6 that th e maximum ene rgy is
received near 10 kHz which is consistent with the frequen cy of maximum intensity
in the hiss spectrum theoretically deduced from Cerenkov radiation in the model
region of generation in the lower ionosphere by Jorgensen (1968) .
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Fig. 7 shows the occurrence proba bility of VLF hiss at 12 kHz versus K-index,
during 21.00-24.00 L. T.. It is found in the figure that the occunence probabilit y
h as a positive correlation to the geomagnetic activity in the slightly and moderately
geomagnetically disturbed periods and that it d ecreases during the geomagnetic disturbance. Auroral precipitation eve nts at 10 kev for the entire life of OV3- I satellite h ave a good correlation to K .-indices (Kuck 1970). So, the magnetic disturbance
is thought to be ca used b y the auroral pa rticle precipitation into the ionos phere a nd
the precipitation also simultaneously causes th e absorption of VLF hiss. Therefore ,
it is clear that VLF hiss is generated in higher a ltitudes than th e geomagnetic disturbance. And this is confirmed by the fact th at the direction of the pointing flu x of
VLF hiss was toward th e earth in the altitude of 2160 km (Mosier & Gumett 1969).
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F ig. 8 gives the local time d ependences of K-indices. Moderate geomagnetic
disturbances (K-index 3""-'5) a re frequently accompanied with VLF events, as shown
in Fig. 7 and their diurn al va riations are well related to diurnal variations of the
occurrences shown in Fig. I.
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Fig. 9 shows the occurre nce probability of VLF hi~s at 12 kJl z a~ a function of
flux density for each range o f geomagnetic act ivi ty. The figure tells that the intensity of VLF hiss increases w ith the geomagnetic act ivity but it d ecreases in the
geomagnetica ll y disturbed period for the increase of absorption in the ionosphe re.
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Occ urrence proba bilit y o f componen t at eac h

freq uency to 5 kHz component in the VLF ht ss
obse r ved in 1968, for .:ach r a nge of geomagn.:t ic
activity.

Fig. 10 g ives the occurrence ratio of the component at each frequency to the
compon ent at 5 kHz appearing in the VLF events observed in 1968, for each r ange
o f geomagnetic activity. It is found in the figure that the freque ncy range of VLF
hiss e xpa nds to highe r frequency as th e geomagnetic activity grows.
Fig. 11 sho ws th e dura ti on of VLF hiss at 12 kHz versus geomagn etic activity .
It is shown in the figure that the duration of VLF hiss is longer in slight a nd mod erate geomagnetic disturbances but that it becom es short in geomagnetica lly disturbed
period. And it is generall y concluded th at a small geomagnetic perturba tion associates
with steady VLF hiss with lowe r freque ncy range a nd longer period and that at
magnetic active phase, VLF hiss is impulsive and its frequenc y range extends. More
active geomagnetic disturbance is associated with t h e VLF hiss of which frequen cy
range extend s more than 100kHz.
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The local time dependence of the relative occurrence rate is similar in the VLF
range except the difference of the occurrence number, as shown in Fig. I. Judging
from these facts, the deep precipitation of many auroral particles is thought to generate wide-band VLF hisses, that is, t he extension of the frequency range is thought to
be related to the spatial extension of the generating region of VLF hiss.
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3.

Polarization

Fig . 12 shows the rauo of R-eomponent to L-component of VLF hiss at 12 kHz
versus K-index, during 21.00- 24.00 L. T .. Fig. 13 gives the probability of R / L on
VLF events at 12 kHz for 5 ranges of geomagnetic activ it y. It is found in the two
figures that the polarization of VLF hiss is independent of geomagnetic act ivity.
The preci pitation of auroral particles causes the enhancement of ionization in
the ionosphere of which lower region is much more ionized. The polarization of
VLF hiss is thought to change in the lower region where Q. L. approximation for
wave propagation is invalid a nd wave couplings occur, and the resultant polarization
of VLF hiss received on the g round is supposed to be affected. However, the facts
show n in the figures teach us that wave couplings do not effective ly occur a nd the
actua l polarization of VLF hiss docs not change markedly in the lower region and
therefore the polarization of VLF hiss received on the ground is nearly right-handed
circular.
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Fig. 14 re presents the probability of R/L of VLF hiss at 12 kHz, for each range
of flux density. It is found in the figure that the polarization does not relate to the
energy of VLF hiss.
Considering that the polarization is not affected through the ionosphere and VLF
hiss is generated in higher altitude than auroral altitude and assuming that abso rption
in the lower ionosphere is roughly constant, the wave normal is thought to be independent of the energy of the hiss generated. Moreover, it is suggested tha t the
energy of hiss is d ecided not by the energy or energy spectrum of auroral particles
but by the amount of aur·oral particles.
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Fig. 15 shows the ratios of the va lues of R/L on the sequent peaks to the value
of R/L on the first peak in a discrete VLF event which appears in not so much
geomagnetically disturbed period with rather a short duration of about ten minutes.
In the figure , it is seen that polarizations of the waves sequently received do no t
change markedly for the period of an event, that is, the wave normals a re kept to
be a lmost constant for the period of an event.
Therefore, it is supposed that VLF hiss pmpagates downward in the field al igned
duct to an a ltitude (~ 1000 km ) above aurora altitude, considering th at although the
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aurora l ionosphere is disturbed, t he condition of th e upper ionosphere scarcely cha nges in the period of an event but the lower region is much mo re disturbed and the
collision frequency of the ra n ge is large, so that the field al igned duct can not b e
formed in the auroral ionosphere except in the uppe r region.
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Discussion

Effect of wcwe propagation on polarizatiou

The initial polarization of VLF hiss gen e rated , is thought to be right-handed
elliptical in ge neral a nd then the polarization becomes right-handed circu lar when the
wave propagates in the \\his t!e r medium where Q. L. a pproximation is valid. It is
acceptable for th e propagation of VLF hi ss that the large part of th e earth 's magnetosph ere and ionosphere except the lower part of t he ionosphere sa tisfies th e condition
for th e wh istler medium. I n th e lowe r region of the ionosphere, Q. L. a pproximation is invalid. Therefore, a pure ordinary wave (R-wavc.:) travelling downward
show a m a rked chan ge of polarization in the ra nge. As a result , the r esultant polarizat ion of V LF hiss r eceived on the ground , is supposed to be affected beca use of
t he wave coupling.
In this section , we wi ll first study th e changes o f polarizations of R-a nd L-waves
t rave lling d ownward in this region. So, we would like to ta k(· th e data of elect ron
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density and collision frequency in the lower range of the auroral ionosphere but to
our knowledge, little is known about the auroral ionospheric data. We will usc
informations obtained by satellites launched at Andoya (geographic lat. 69.2°, long.
16°) in Northern Norway (Jespersen et al. 1966).
Fig. 16 shows the electron density profiles and a collision frequency profile versus
height. In the figure, we adopt the electron density which was obtained by the
satellite F VIII at 0 dB absorption dip on the riome ter of 28 MHz as a calm ionospheric density. And we take the electron density which was observed by the satellite
F VII at 0.8 dB absorption dip on the riometcr as a representative d ensity of the
ionosphere through which V LF hiss is often observed on the ground.
The earth's magnetic field causes the ionosphere to be anisotropic. H ence, there
arc in general two values for refractive indices, corresponding to the two characteristic
waves that can propagate. In a homogeneous medium, the z-axis is chosen in the
direction of the wave normal and x- and z-axes are chosen so that the earth's magnetic field lies in the x-z plane as shown in Fig. 17.
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Electron density profiles and collision frequency

o bserva tion s during auroral absorption events.

The

results marked F VI and F VII are th e night time
results on Ma r. 1964 and F VIII shows the result
measured about !.5 hrs. before sunset on Mar. 1964 .
The riometer absorptions were 1.5, 0.8 and 0 dB at
27 .6 MHz.

The results have been obtained in re-

search rockets f ired from Andoya in Northern Norway.

Dotted lines are presumably drawn.
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The square of the refractive index is given by
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We arc discussing the problems on the propagation and penetration of VLF hiss
in the polar ionosphere. So, we will discuss th e following two cases for the simplici ty
of numerical studies.
(I ) :

(2) :

Vertical
between
ponding
Oblique

incidence into the free space through the ionosphere. The angle
the earth's magnetic field and vertical direction is 10°32', corresto the line of force at - 69.6° geomagnetic latitude.
incidence. The ea rth' s magnetic field is vert ically upward.

Then, we assume that the ionosphere consists of a number of thin layers horizontally stratified and each layer is sharply bounded homogeneous medium and that
the gyrofrequency is constant in the ionospheric region discussed and it is 1.602 MHz,
corresponding to the value at 100 km height above Syowa Station .
For the discussion on a wave at an oblique angle of incidence into the free space,
we will usc the " Booker quartic" equation. Cartesian axes are used with the z-axis
vertically upward and the wave normal of the incident wave is in the x-z plane.
We assume the earth's magne tic field to be vertically upward. So, the direction
cosines of Y are (0, 0, -1 ).
Snell's law must be held at each boundary, so that
sin0 1 = N•sinO
where, 0 1 is the angle between the vertical and the wave normal of an incident wave into the free space. 0 is the angle between the vertical
and the wave normal of each of downcom ing waves in the media.
Now let
q

N ·cos 0
q is one root of the Booker quartic equation.
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then,

Y,

~

- Y • cosO

- Yq (q 2

+ si n 2 0, )

''

We solve the quartic equation and we must choose two downcoming waves decided on the condition that imaginary pa rt of q is positive.
F ig . l8 shows the refractive indices of the ordinat·y a nd extraordinary waves
downcoming vertically and obliquely. In the figure. it is found tha t only ordinary
(whistler) mod e wave with right-handed polarization can propagate at high altitude.
Fig. 19 gives the polarizations of the two mode waves. Intense coupling which
causes coupling echo is expected to occur when flo ~ fl.x, R 0 ~ R x ~ I. In the figure,
it is suggested that the intense coupling does not occur for VLF range in the lower
region of the ionosphere and therefore VLF h iss propagates downward with a pure
ordinary mode through the ionosphere.
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4 2

EfJ ect oJ wave couj>lillg ull polarizatiou (limitiug polariz atiuu )

When a pure ordinary wave tra vels down within the height range between several
tens km and about 100 km where electron density is small but electron collision frequency is large, the wa ve would show a marked change of polarization in this range.
But clearly the actual polarization could not change, since the medium behaves just
like the fre e space. Here the assumption that a characteristic wave re ta ins it s correct
polarization given by equation (2 ), must fail.
Consider a characteristic wave travelling down through the lower ionosphere into
the free space below. The other characteristic wave is generated by coupling and
the coupling parameter IJf is extremely small a nd in the small height range the
amount of the other characteristic wave generated by coupling is a lso small. But the
two refractive indices N 0 , N , are both nearly equal to unity, so that the two waves
travel with the same phase velocity. So, the coupling is cumulative although it is
small, so th a t the amount of the coupling is just enough to keep the polarization constant. Thus, X and IJf are both very small in the " limiting region " .
Now w e will discuss whether the coupling in the limiting region occurs effectively
in VLF range or not. Firstly , we will study the wave coupling in the limiting region
for vc nical incidence and then discuss the coupling for oblique incidence when the
ea rth's mag netic fie ld is vertical. Ca rtesian coordinates arc again used with the z-axis
directed vertically upward , so that the electron density and collision frequency arc
function s only of z.
The first order coupled equations for vertical incidence
We may choose the earth's magnetic meridian to be in the x-z plane. In the
limi ting region, upgoing waves are thought to propagate independently of downcoming
wa ves. So, th e first order coupled equations for downcoming waves at·c given by
(I )

l]i f
IJi

i

f/ - iN .

~2

l

. . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

(3 )

r.

where, f 2 , f 4 which a re dependent variables given by Clemmow & Heading (1954),
refer to the downcoming ordinary and extraordina ry waves, respectively. A prime
denotes (l j k) (d / d z) . k is propaga tion consta nt of the free space . The coupling
parameter 1Jf is given by

.. . ... ........... . .... ..... .. ................. .. ... ...... . ... ..... :4)
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Cons ider a n o rdinary wave t rave llin g do\\'n throu~h the low er ionos phere mto
the free s pace.

Then, th(' follo wi n g result s

a1T

d emon stra ted b y Budden (196 1).

The limi ting region is w h e re

li (N- :- J ,/Above the limitin g regio n , IJ

11'2 1...........................

~ i ( N 0 - N ,/I ~

0

2

com ing pure ordinary wav(' .

is neg li gible a nd f 4/ f 2

=

(5l

0, which is correct for a down-

Below the li mi ting region,

(N 0 - N .) is negligible a nd

th e wave be low th e regwn h as the cons tant polarization give n b y

R'

.. . ............ .. . . . . .. .... ......... (6 )

-(a/b )

w he re, R ' is the pola rization r efe rred to new axes formed by a rotation of 45° a bou t
the z-axis and R L is the va lue of R 0 a t the level of the lower limi t of t h e limi ting
region.

(2)

a and b a rc con sta nts w hich are to be foun d from initia l condition.

The first order coup led equat ions for ob lique incidence when

the ea rth 's m agnetic field is ve r tical.
The first ord e r coup led equation s for dmvncoming waves a t ob liq u e incidence,
are g ive n b y

i qo fz
f4'

=

-

iq , r. =

r.2f.

) ........ .. .. ............... .................................

(7)

r.zrz

w h ere, q 0 , q, a r e the roo ts of the Booker quartic equation for d owncom in g ordinary
a nd extraordin ary waves, respectively.
Coupling p a ra m ete r

r.2

is g iven b y

a nd
2

d log { Ucos O,
X }
dz
U - X

R 0 , R . arc the roots of
i Y sin2 0 1
( (U-X) (U cos27f, - X) }H

+

I

=

O
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We will apply the study for vertica l inciden ce
the limiting region is where

10

the case of oblique in cidence.

So.

Above the limiting region, f 42 2 is negligible a nd it can be vetified that only a pure
ordinary wave propagates downward . Below the limiting region , (q 0 - q ,) is negligible
and it can be verified that the wave keeps th e polarization constant. In the limiting
region , it may be permissible to take q 0 :::::: q , - cosO,. Then, the pola riza tion of the
resultant wave below the ionosphere is also given by the same equation as equation
(6 ) for vertical incidenc e.
Fig. 20 shows the coupling parameters given by equations (4) & (8), in the model
ionospheres. It is seen in the figure that intense couplings do not occur in the lower
ionosphere. So, VLF hiss is thought to propagate downward with a pure ordi nary
mode in the ionosphere above the limiting region.
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for oblique incidence at 12 kHz in the m odel ionospheres.

We will calculate the right a nd left hand sides of equations (5) & (9) a t 12 kHz
m the model ionospheres. The results calculated are shown in Fig. 21. The curves
labelled as I in the figure are to the right ha nd sides, correspondi ng to the coupling
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factors.
The curves labell ed as 2 are to the left hand sides, corresponding to the
difl"ncnccs of phase velocities. We may di stinguish the limi ting region on the condition that the va lues of both :;ides arc in the same order of magnitude. I t is found
in the figure that the limiting region is below the heie;ht shown by a broken line for
an oblique incidence (0 1 = 180° ± 60°).
We may take the initia l condition that the magnitude of the extraordinary wave
IS ze ro in the small range about the upper limit of the limiting region in order to
decide (a/ b) given in equation 16 ).

So,
(a/b)

~

I,

for an oblique incidence (0 1 = 180 ° ±60°)

The polarization (R J) at the lower limit is found ro be right-handed circular in Fig. 19.
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Therefore , the resul tant wave has a right-h a nd ed circular polarization. And it is
concluded that the couplin g in the limitin g region is not efrectivc for VLF range
because of the long wave len gth relative to th e scale of the region . H ence, VLF h iss
downcoming through th e ionosphere in whistler mode reaches the grou nd with righ thanded and nea rl y circular polarization.

4 -3

Effect of waves f1·om multiple d irections on polarization records

When a single wave with right-handed circula r polarization is received, the ratio
of R-componen t to L-component can b e given by equa t ion (I) in p art I.
And
when

!

=

oo
JOO
20° '
30°
60°

goo

R/L

=

infinite
130.6
32.2
13.9
3.0
1.0

On the other hand , impulsive VLF hiss wi th wide b and hequency range is closely
associated with the auroral break-up around the ze nith an d moreover the resul ts
observed with the CRT method show that the incident a ng les are not so la rge. When
we would explain the observed results on the (R/L) valu es shown in Fig. 19 in part
I under the condition that a single wave with right-handed circular pola rization is
received, incident angles must be so large in gen era l. This is con tr ary to the f ac ts
mentioned above.
If the inciden t angle is la rge, t he t ra nsmission coefficient of the ionosphere is
too small, referring to the numerical results given b y Pi tteway & J espersen (1966) wit h
full wave theory. Furthermm·e, the reflection coefficient is so Ia rge that the VLF hiss
onc e p en etrat ing throug h the ionosphere would propagate to lower latitudes in th e
earth-ionosphere wave gu ide. This is cont rary to our suggestion th a t the incident angle
of VLF hiss in the auroral zone is no t so large and so VLF hiss can not propagate
to lower lat itudes b ecau se of re-pene tration in to the ionosphere (Tan a ka et al. 1970).
Now we, therefore, consider the waves with right-handed circular polarization
coming from multiple directions. For the simplicity of nume rical studies, we may
assume that multiple waves with right-handed circular polarizat ion are simultaneously
received wit h equal magnitude of in tensit y. Then, th e ratio of R-component to Lcomponent of the received signal is given by
(R / L ) =
{:Ecosi nsin (0,-an) + :Lsin (0.-a n) )2 + {:Ecosin cos (On-an) + :Ecos (0. -a, ) }2
[ {-:Ecosi. sin (U. + a n) + L.:sin (On + a.) )2 + {I:;cosincos (On + a n) - :Leos (0" +a. ) }2

J!1

(10)
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whe re,

0, is the az imutha l angle of n-th wave, measured clockwise fro m the geographic north. in is the incident angle of n-th wave and a n is the phase
difference g iven by wt n = wt +a,.

Appling Fermat's principle to the plane ionos phere, Maeda & Kimura (1956) have
demonstrated that the wave radi ate d in every direction into th e lower ionosphere is
focussed in to the m agne tic meridi a n plane as it reaches the top of F laye r . VLF
hiss of which energy is radiated a long cones about the ma gnetic field line b ecause of
the sy mmetry of t he medium, can be supposed to be focussed into the magnetic
meridian plane by a ppling their result to VLF hiss propagating downwa rd through
the magnetosphere. When VLF hiss is rece ived, the ionosphere is mode ra tely disturbed. So, it can be also supposed that the energy of VLF hiss focussed is somewhat
scattered out of the magnetic meridian plane by the irregularities in th e a urora l
ionosphere.
Now, we w ill discuss two a nd three waves w ith right-handed circula r polarization
and with equ a l in te nsity. Then, we assume that the incident a ngle of each wave is
different and the azimutha l a n gle is differen t or eq ual and that the phase of each
wave is not related mutually and in other words, the phase is distributed completely
at random.
How are the (R / L) values distribut ed when the assumption is satisfied? Fig. 22
gives th e distribution of (R / L) for the recei ved sig nal in the time when the waves
a re sim ul taneously received und e r the following conditions, in the numerical analysis
with equation (10).
( I) Two waves are simul taneously received.
Incident a ngles: 30°, 50° ; 40u, 60" or 50", 70"
Azimuthal angles:
0" ; corres ponding to two waves coming from geomagnetic north
-15 ° ~ 15" ;
corresponding to two waves coming from arbitrary
directions within - 15 ° ~ 15° a bout geomagnetic north.
- 30° ~30 ° ;
corresp onding to two waves coming from arbitrary
directions within - 30°~30° about geomagnetic north.
all directions; correspo nding to two waves with a rbitrary a ngles
of azimut h.
(2) Three waves a re simultaneoussly received.
Inciden t a ngles; 30°,40°, 50° ; 40° ,50°, 60" or 50°, 600,70°
As for azi muth al angles, the condition is si milar to that for two waves.
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On the other hand, we can find immediately in equation (10) that if some waves
with eq ual angle of incidence are received at the same time, (R /L) value is equal to
that for a sing le wave. Judging from this fact a nd the observed result on (R /L),
it may not be recognized that some waves with equal angle of incidence a re usually
simultaneously received. And it can b e easily seen in the equation that if a number
of waves with equal angle of azimuth (for example, waves from geomagnetic north)
a re simultaneously received with phases distributed at random, (R/L) value is 1.0 or
near 1.0.
It it suggested in the figure that the distributions for two or three waves coming
with not so large a ngles of incidence from the directions within small angles about
the geomagn etic north are roughly similar to the observed results on (R/L) values
shown in Fig. 19 of part I and that the distributions for the waves coming from
arbiu·ary directions do not coincide at all with the observed results. Therefore, VLF
hiss is thought to propapate downward with not so large an angle of incidence roughly
in the magnetic meridian plane through the ionosphere into the free space and to
reach the ground.
However, a little difference on the distributions of (R / L) values between the
observation and our model, may be caused by the si mplicity or a little inadequaney
of our model. (R / L) values of less than 1.0 and greater than or equal to 10.0 shown
in the figure by hatched region s, are given by eq uation (lO) on the condition that
the phase differences are large and the waves a re almost in anti-phase. Whereas,
the intensity of the received signal under the condition becomes, in practical observation, too small to be detectable.
In the present time. we can not explain reasonably the slight difference on (R / L)
values observed between 12 and 25 kHz.
Harang & Hauge (1965) and Harang (1968) indicated that VLF hisses were received
without directional properties through alternative switching of N-S and E-W loop
antennas and that VLF bursts ordinarily showed irregular oscillographic patterns.
They suggested that VLF signals came from all directions. Their suggestion is apparently not consistent with our suggestion. However, their suggestion is thought to
be not always correct, because VLF hiss is supposed to propagate downward with a
small incident angle and with right-handed and nearly circular polarization.
Vcrshinin (1970) observed VLF hiss at stations in Siberia and finds that the changing
of direction of magnetic antenna orientation strongly affects the level of registered
signal if the source is not just over the point of observation and the output from the
magnetic antenna oriented in the geomagnetic N-S is the greatest and that at appearance of isolated bursts of V LF hiss the signal level is independent of the direction
of antenna ax is only if the source of bursts is located over the observation point.
This fact seems to confirm our suggestion.

4-4

Incident angle and direction

In order to investigate the a ngle between the wave normal and the earth's magnetic field within the ionosphere, we wi ll again usc the Booke r quartic equation.
Cartesian axes arc used with the z-axis verticall y upward and the incident wave is
in the x-z plane. v\lithin the ionosphere, the cosine of the angle between the wave
normal and the vector Y I S

q 1s generally complex, so that th e direction cosme of the wave norm al is complex.
The wave of this kind is called as the " inhomogen eous plane wave" discussed by
Budden (1961 ). But the imaginary pan is usually negligible in the practi cal ionosphere.
Now, th e angle between the ear th 's magnetic field and the vert ical is assumed to be
10°32', corresponding to the angle at -69.6"' geomagnetic latitude.
Hence,
l = -(sin JQ<> 32') cos r,

n = - cos IOU32'

where, r is the angle between the earth's magnetic meridian p la ne and the incident
pla ne.
Fig. 23 represents the angle between the wave normal and the vector Y against
the incident angle into the fr ee space for the wave at 12kHz propagating downward
within t he pla ne at a ce rtain angle ( r ) to the magnetic mericlianJ plane. Here, it is
assumed that the electron density is 2x 103 em 3 and the collision frequency is negligibly small and the gyrofreguency is 1.08 MHz, corresponding to the va lue at 1000
km height along - 69.6° geomagnetic line of force.
Lund et al. (1967) compared Explore 20 topside electron number density data
with si multa n eous auroral backscatter data obtained at College, Alaska and have shown
that a urora l precipitation produces electron concentration fluctuations that are large
in ampli tude (of the order of 2 to 5 times a mbient) a nd sma ll in geographic size
(of order l - 10 km), along with a ge neral increase in the ionospheric electron numder
density within the latitudinal region containing the precipita ti on, at all al titud es between the F-layer m axi mum and the height of the satellite (about 1000 km ).
He yborne (1966) showed by means of the OGO 2 satellite that noise at 17.8 KHz
(N AA) was regularly observed at a uroral latitude and ve ry often the noise a mplitude
changed by more than 40 dB, while the satellite was moving only a few d egrees in
latitude. These observations indicate that the sa tellite moved in and out of the ducts
in which the noise was trapped.
When V LF hiss is observed, the ionosphere is moderately dist u rbed. .t\nd the
lower ionosphe re is much more disturbed and moreover the collision frequency is
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high er. Thus, it w ill not be irra tiona l to suppose that the field a ligned irregula riti es
(ducts) in which VLF hisses are trapped are formed a bove the a urora l altitude
3
(~ 1000 km). We adopt 2 X 10 cm- 3 as the elect ron density at 1000 km altitude in
the midnight of w in ter at aurora l latitude, ref erring to the observational results g iven
Brace et al. (1967) .
On the other hand , we suggest that the energy of VLF hiss ra di a ted three-dimentionally about the field line, is g radually focussed in th e magnetic meridian pla ne as
V L F hiss propagates down ward in the magnetosphere and that VLF hiss propagates
to a n alti tude (~ 1000 km ) above a uroral alti tude in the fie ld alig ned duct with the
wave normal nearl y parallel to the field line.
I t is found in Fig. 23 that a wave whose wave norm al has a small angle to the
field line propagates down ward roughly wit hin the magn etic me ridia n plane a nd
pen etrates into th e free space with moderate a ngle of incidence towa rd higher latitude.
Conside r ing the results given in Fig. 23, our suggestion mentioned a b ove is suitable
fo1· the explanation of the observed results on incident a ngles obtain ed with the C RT
method a nd on the distribut ion of (R / L ) values shown in Fig. 20 and ~ig. 19 of part
I, respectively.
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Hence, we conclude that VLF hiss propaga tes do wnwa rd in the field a ligned duct
to a n a ltitude above auroral a ltitude and most of the energy comes down towa rd
higher latitude roughly within the magnetic meridian plane a nd VLF hiss received
on the ground has right-handed circula1· polarization a nd not so large a n angle of
incidence and that aurora l hiss can not propagate to lower lat itudes in th e earthionosphere wave guide because of r e-pcnctration into the auroral ionosphere and the
inclination of incident angle toward higher latitude, so tha t auroral hiss is unique in
the auroral zone and it is entirely different from low latitude type VLF hiss.
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